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Cloud Economy

Cloud cost optimization for connected cars
BMW is one of the world's leading luxury car manufacturers and has a rapidly
growing ﬂeet of connected cars in the market. This ﬂeet relies on a performant
backend-infrastructure. BMW’s infrastructure is growing with it’s demands on
data volumes, computing power, networking and offered services.

Challenges of IoT in
general
With the dynamic growth of
device numbers and the
roll-out of new software
versions in the device-ﬂeet,
new challenges arise. Cloud
cost needs to be
continuously balanced
against value delivered to
prevent scaling of spending
inefficiencies.

Contribution

Results

codecentric performed a full
assessment of the
architecture and cloud
infrastructure for the aligned
scope and helped to optimize
cost across a broad
spectrum of aspects, such as
architecture, traffic, storage,
compute, CUD/RI,
governance, logging,
operations and platform
comparison.

The identiﬁed yearly cost
optimization potential
amounted to more than 10x
the project spend. The
identiﬁed measures reduce
the yearly spend by
approximately 40%.

picture source: BMW
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Cloud Governance & Economy

Tagging Strategy
AOK systems is the internal cloud focussed solution provider for the AOK insurance.
The increasing roll-out of cloud native applications and the increasing adoption of
cloud resources drives the adoption of best practices for cloud governance
processes.

Opportunities and
challenges
AOK systems wants to
optimize processes for
transparency and
maintainability of the
cloud.
This foundation will enable
processes, such as cost
attribution, compliance and
security.

Contribution

Results

codecentric performed an
assessment of dev/ops processes
in place and tailored a tagging
strategy that addresses the
organization's needs.

AOK has increased maturity
in their cloud governance
model and enabled several
organizational processes
by deploying a custom
tagging strategy.

Key aspects have been:
accountability, integration with
infrastructure as code and build
process, establishing prerequisites
for FinOps and cloud economy.
Furthermore, codecentric
supported the operationalization of
the tagging strategy throughout
the organization.
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Cost and Performance Optimization

Architecture optimization
for energy market forecasting
The ifesca.AIVA forecasting system developed by ifesca now provides important
forecasting data for the operation energy distribution and trading. For example, several
thousand load forecasts are calculated daily for the most important key points in the
network and serves as input for planning and trading.

Opportunities
& challenges
Increasing cost for the
architecture due to
increased growth
Data architecture
performance due to
increasing load
Enabling scalability in the
compute architecture

Contribution

Results

codecentric helped to gain
end-2-end transparency of
ﬂow and timing of the
forecasting transactions using
instana. codecentric
accompanied several
architectural changes in to
improve performance and
lower cost. Looking at aspects
such as: GPU usage, DB
optimization, time series DBs
and horizontal scaling.

The work with ifesca lead to
a concrete action plan to
optimize the current
architecture and to derive
the future target
architecture. Furthermore,
the concrete actions
undertaken for
performance optimization
removed quenching of the
data pipeline, speeding
single transactions up to
300x.
sources: ifesca, instana
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